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If we could learn new ways of using our cameras, we could 

start by telling our own stories in different ways. . . . One 

thing is certain: the meager and partial view of social and 

psychic life presently on offer through image making and 

photography would quickly become clearer.1 p. 214

Toronto is a city with an increasing number of homeless 

and insecurely housed people living in poverty.2  “The 

Toronto Disaster Relief Committee (TDRC) named 

homelessness a national disaster in this country eight years 

ago. In June, the United Nations called it a national emer

gency.”3 We only wish that we could report that Canada had 

moved forward with its national housing plan 8 years ago. It 

is a complex task; Canada has three levels of government 

involved in its housing policies—federal, provincial, and 

municipal—but that is not enough to excuse this disregard 

for such a clear and growing need.

In the opening quote, Spence says it well. In our society, 

we are surrounded by the visual, yet only very small parts of 

our lives are revealed through images and photography, leav

ing other aspects partially exposed and lacking depth. She 
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suggests that if we can teach ourselves new ways of using our 

cameras, then perhaps we could bring into view other aspects 

of our social lives.

In a community partnership with a group of homeless 

and insecurely housed people, our group found new ways of 

using cameras, bringing excluded perspectives into view. The 

partnership was initiated by Nancy Halifax, an artsinformed 

researcher from York University. The community was repre

sented by Erika Khandor, from Street Health Community 

Nursing Foundation (Street Health). Street Health has a long 

history of working with people who live on the streets and 

who are underhoused.

The questions that sparked this proposal arose from a 

series of focus groups that Street Health conducted to identify 

research priorities with those who are homeless and under

housed. We successfully applied for funding and received an 

Enabling Grant, for which Nancy Halifax was the Principal 

Investigator, that would allow us to run a pilot Photovoice 

project. We also underwent a successful Human Participants 

Review SubCommittee expedited review at York University.
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Subsequently, our community partnership broadened to 

include a graduate research assistant, Fred Yurichuk, and 

members of the homeless community that Street Health 

serves, including coauthor Jim Meeks, who is a community 

board member at Street Health.

PurPose

Through an Enabling Grant provided by the Wellesley 

Institute in 2005, the purpose of our work was to (1) engage 

with the people in the homeless community to develop an 

indepth description of their lived experiences of homeless

ness, poverty, and social inequity through stories and photo

graphs; (2) develop artsinformed and alternative dissemination 

strategies to reach beyond immediate community members 

and toward health and social policy makers; and (3) develop 

capacity within the homeless community. Our inquiry arose 

from preliminary research previously done by Street Health4 

in which homeless and underhoused people were engaged to 

identify their own research concerns and interests. The specific 

purpose of this article is to provide insight into the daily 

experience of being homeless in Toronto, using Photovoice 

to present the testimonies and photographs of a community 

that is not often represented.

the homeless Community

The homeless community was recruited to the project by 

community workers at Street Health. A group of 12 women 

and men (ranging in age from their 20s to 60s) with past or 

current experiences of homelessness met weekly for 7 months 

to tell stories and take photographs about their daily life 

experiences and about the issues that are important to them, 

and to discuss these experiences and photographs. We met at 

Street Health because it was a familiar and friendly spot for 

community members. Some people came to only two or three 

meetings and others came to all 24 meetings. On average, eight 

people attended each meeting.

methods for eliCiting the homeless 
Community’s PersPeCtive

Our group used Photovoice as our communitybased 

research method; cameras were distributed to community 

members, as they would set out to photograph subject matter 

pertaining to their daily life experiences—hence the project 

theme: “a day in the life.” Participants could interpret this 

theme as broadly or narrowly as they wanted. Many of the 

group members had taken part in the focus group defining 

the research question so they already had an excellent under

standing of the question. Our project ended up with over 

1,000 photographs, as well as many hours of video and audio. 

Our method of Photovoice might not wholly follow the 

methodology defined by Wang et al,5,6 but it does follow the 

principles.

Photovoice, or photonovella, was formalized by Wang and 

Burris5 in the early 1990s and used with women in rural China 

for purposes similar to our project: to think critically about 

problems and solutions from the community’s perspective 

and to work toward social change. Photovoice combines 

photography with other media to document community 

strengths and initiate dialogue, giving voice to people in com

munities who are typically underrepresented or excluded at 

the policy level. Photovoice is used globally by people of all 

ages, representing lived experiences and placing the means of 

cultural representation in the hands of those who are most 

often denied the tools of cultural production. With Photovoice, 

these diverse groups share the capacity to perceive what might 

have otherwise have escaped broader social attention.

Initially, our project group went through a formal training 

process learning about the issues of consent and privacy as 

they relate to documentary photography and Photovoice. The 

group quickly understood the use of consent forms and how 

best to handle the issues of photographing in public places.6

At Street Health, we met weekly over tea, food, and 

 photographs to discuss the pictures that had been taken the 

previous week. Some weeks, we went out together to take 

photo graphs as a group. We visited various locations around 

Toronto—group members would lead us on expeditions to 

places holding special significance to the theme of our project. 

We walked through streets and alleyways. We met people 

outside shelters and food banks. Group members lead us to 

doorways where they once slept, squats under bridges, and 

old homes hidden in abandoned lots and wooded areas. We 

documented a demonstration together, we visited parks, 

hospitals, and churches—gathering and sharing experiences, 

relating to and learning from one another. Photographs were 

used to elicit discussions, providing context for the group’s 

stories, and acting as a link back to the social world.
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the homeless Community’s voiCe

The group built a collection of visual and written materi

als, painting a comprehensive picture of what the daily experi

ence of homelessness is like and its effects on health and 

wellbeing. Outreach and education focusing on politicians 

and the general public have been central activities of the 

project. The group’s materials have been presented extensively 

at community events, in written reports and publications, in 

exhibitions, and in informal and formal meetings with politi

cians. Through Photovoice, group members gained basic 

photography skills, portfolios, a working knowledge of the 

method and ethics of Photovoice, and the experience of what 

it is to document their lives within a community. Group 

members also gained skills in how to work collaboratively, 

and a sense of pride and ownership in their art through their 

success in reaching and impacting the community.

Each project meeting brought new insight into the lives 

and experiences of people living on the streets of the city of 

Toronto. The photographs and stories herein highlight some 

of the key themes that arose in the project. One of the impor

tant aspects of our project is that we worked collectively and 

so the copyright on the photographs has been collectively 

shared. Those presented in this article were exhibited under 

the collective name “a day in the life.”

“Living rough” means that the options for sleeping are 

limited and where you got to sleep was often a topic in the group; 

we also spoke about what happened to you over the years as 

the toll of being homeless was exacted from you. This is beauti

fully articulated in Figure 1, where we see a man sleeping on 

the median with an excerpt from the quote from Jim.

I [eventually] had a psychiatric diagnosis. Found out 

medication wasn’t going to get me undepressed—I was 

depressed by the situation I found myself in—unemployed 

and homeless. . . . Some of the people I don’t know how 

they survive, and some of the people, well, they just haven’t 

survived.

The multiple pathways to homelessness were also discussed, 

and as Ray suggests (Figure 2) : “When you are little you never 

dream, you will grow up to be homeless. I never dreamed I 

would stay a night at a shelter, but all of a sudden there I was. 

figure 1. “some of the people i don’t know how they survive, and some of the people, well, they just haven’t survived.”
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And bed bugs. I thought they were only in nursery rhymes, but 

all of a sudden actual bed bugs are biting me.”

James added:

Not everyone on the streets is there ‘cause they want to be. 

I was married, had a good job, had a house and this is 

where I am right now though. I needed stitches in my head 

last year ‘cause somebody cracked me with a bottle, I sat 

in the emergency ward for three and a half hours and I saw 

people go in there with nothing wrong and I just walked 

out and had buddy just tape up my head, I was alright. 

You get a lot of hassles, don’t have a health card, and then 

they find out that you’re on the street and right away the 

whole mood changes. And these are people that are sup

posed to be helping you. I’ve seen both sides of it now.

Ontario was seen by the participants as a place where 

poverty grows, rather than a place where poverty was assuaged 

(Figure 3). They felt that homeless and marginalized people’s 

needs have not been addressed effectively by government 

policy.

Jim Meeks, one of the coauthors said: “Politicians have 

really dropped the ball on what their role really is. The role 

of the rulers is the connection to the earth and the wellbeing 

of the people, and it seems our politicians have really forgotten 

that. And when we don’t have good rulers, we don’t have good 

leadership and then everything and everyone suffers.”

Having a home is important (Figure 4), and has a big effect 

on people’s health. Ray: “. . . Home is where the heart is. If I 

have a room, is that a home? If I am not allowed cooking, hot 

and cold running water—is that a room or a home? I believe 

that is still a room. When I am in jail I am in a room, when I 

am in a hospital I am in a room, but it’s not a home. A room 

is still not a home.”

figure 2. “ontario, the place where poverty grows.”

figure 3. “When i was little i never dreamed  
i would end up on the streets.”

Domiciled citizens are apt to forget why other citizens live 

on the streets, as we discovered at various community events. 

In Toronto over the past 15 years, the health of the homeless 

has declined.2 Ray said:

Things were going good. I had just was accepted into col

lege and got a new place. I never made it to college. I woke 

up 3 and a half months later in the hospital. Railroad tracks, 

87 staples. Subdural hematoma. Brain surgery. When I left 

the hospital there was no aftercare, no followup. I was on 

the streets. When I left the hospital, that day, my incision 

opened up and I had nowhere to turn to. But what? Are 

we supposed to just grin and bear it?

And from another participant who has been on Ontario 

Welfare: “If anyone thinks we are surviving on this—we’re 

not. We are surviving on the good hearts of those who are 

running programs on their own, who are trying to make food 

figure 4. “it’s a shame the way they line us up, 
put us on display.”
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available.” Lining up outside to receive food becomes a neces

sary daily task for the citizens of Canada’s cities and in our 

discussions one of the questions was “Why?” (Figure 5).

ChAllenges

Group members faced many barriers to fully engaging in 

the project on a sustained basis. Members were faced with 

daily challenges, including physical health problems, mental 

health challenges, lack of access to health care, poverty, home

lessness, and housing instability. All of these difficulties hin

dered people’s ability to attend and participate in the project 

at times; daily survival needs often had to take priority. To 

help address some of these barriers, we ensured that food was 

provided at all of our group sessions and an honorarium was 

provided for participation. At times, members needed to 

discuss the issues they were facing in our weekly project ses

sions, and the project had to slow down to provide people 

with needed support and to connect them to community 

resources. We can easily perceive the felt tensions related to 

homelessness as illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. These two 

images when juxtaposed create an image of the powerful daily 

experience of homelessness in Toronto, where one moment 

you find that you are being roused by the police and the next 

moment it is seemingly alright to sleep in front of a public 

building.

Many participants were transient, without fixed addresses, 

telephone numbers, voicemail, or email access. The simple 

need to keep in touch with participants and to ensure that 

they were able to participate in all of our activities was an 

ongoing challenge. In addition to our meetings, we attended 

various community festivals, and held exhibits at different 

events across the city. Sometimes there were challenges to 

ensuring that participants were able to attend these different 

events. Meeting on a weekly basis, maintaining contact, ensur

ing that participants had all the information they needed, and 

providing transit tickets helped to ensure participation. What 

we learned was that an adequate budget for transportation 

(car rental, transit tickets) is essential in this kind of project.

figure 5. “vote for housing.”
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A final challenge we faced was a lack of resources to sup

port our dissemination strategies. By conducting a participa

tory artsinformed research project using a $10,000 grant, we 

were left with few resources to create the kind of highimpact 

dissemination strategies we hoped to, such as catalogues as 

part of our exhibits, websites, and projections on public build

ings. It is expensive to enlarge and print photographs, hold 

exhibits, and design and print materials such as postcards and 

posters. We managed to raise some additional funds to help 

support our dissemination activities (particularly exhibits) 

through private donors and an Ontario Arts Council Exhibition 

Assistance grant. However, we have also had to postpone or 

cancel some of our plans, such as creating posters and addi

tional postcards, creating a website and slideshow, and pro

jecting our images on public buildings. We are currently 

attempting to secure funds for all or some of these activities, 

but our ability to carry them out will depend on our success 

in raising additional funds.

observAtions of the ProjeCt leAds

We were granted enough funds to run our project for 8 

weeks, yet the enthusiasm of the people involved in the group 

was so great that we continued to work together for 7 months. 

Our group transformed from a communitybased research 

group into a communitybased arts group, still using 

Photovoice. The group members were tremendously com

mitted to participating in the project and to creating social 

change using Photovoice. They felt they had an opportunity 

to influence public opinion and policy using this method. 

Street Health continued to provide the physical space for our 

meetings and the researchers continued to meet with the 

participant/photographers because they were committed to 

working toward the same goals of social justice as the partici

pants. At some point in the process of the pilot enabling grant, 

we all (researchers and participants) recognized that there was 

a serious commitment to the work going forward. 

Conversations included decreasing the honoraria available 

from $20 to $10 and then to $5. Participants insisted they 

would continue to attend whether or not there was an hono

raria, but one of the key principles was that their time was 

important and that they should be compensated, so they 

would be paid even if it meant the researchers were not. We 

secured a private donation at this time that allowed our group 

to continue and be paid.

figure 6. “being homeless is not a crime!”
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Telling our own stories using Photovoice is critical in this 

day of mediated communication, and we are changed in the 

act of telling. It is an act of power for us to tell our stories. It 

is an act of reclamation, of saying to those around us, saying 

to ourselves, “This is my story.” Speaking our stories to our

selves, to others around us, offering testimony, and letting 

others witness what our experiences have been, offers oppor

tunities for transformation on a personal and larger cultural 

level.

To have access to the cultural modes of representation 

means that we have the tools to tell our stories and to take 

our own photographs; we can exhibit a different view of social 

life. Homeless people in our society have been denied access 

to modes of representing and have instead been represented. 

Photovoice as a method for communitybased research allows 

people to represent themselves and their communities; it also 

brings attendant difficulties. For instance, our project’s budget 

limited us to using disposable cameras. We worked unsuc

cessfully to have higher quality cameras donated, but instead 

we discovered that the medium really is the message. 

figure 7. “being homeless is a crime!”

Disposable cameras limit the available options and the types 

of photographs produced. The limited availability of recourses, 

as experienced by our project, is echoed in the lives of our 

group members as they face poverty and insecure housing.

Members faced issues of inequity in all aspects of their 

daily lives, yet they took these on with humor most days. 

Throughout the project, they gained the skills to tell their 

stories and to take their photographs, returning to society 

images of a group that has been excluded from cultural and 

political activities. “If people’s decisions and reasons abut 

resettlement are made in the light of their actual circumstances, 

then researchers into homelessness need methods that engage 

with and concepts that embrace these concepts.”7p275 Although 

there are many Photovoice projects that are carried out with 

small numbers of participants from homeless communities, 

we would suggest that there is a continued necessity for this 

type of work. The work arising in and from this project 

encouraged the formation of relationships. People who are 

homeless often have intersecting problems (drug and alcohol 

addictions, mental health problems, disabilities, involvement 
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with the criminal law services, histories of neglect and abuse) 

that are factors in their social situations that may result in 

increased isolation. We are hopeful that increasing awareness 

and understanding of the daily lived experiences of homeless 

people will lead to greater public and political support for 

polices that truly address homeless and marginalized people’s 

needs.
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